Welcome to
Drama School Hong Kong
Welcome to the Drama School Hong Kong (DSHK) Company,
Hong Kong's most unique and exciting theatre training
experience for young performers.
At DSHK you will be given the opportunity to explore and
develop your passion for theatre and performance, and take
your skills to the next level.
By becoming a DSHK Company member you have already
made a commitment to develop your experience as a
performer, and to embrace new challenges. Our amazing
DSHK practitioners will guide you and give you all the tools
that you need in order to reach your full potential as a creative
artist.
Always remember that with a combination of enthusiasm,
discipline, and a real sense of fun, there is no limit to what you
can achieve at DSHK.
Vincent Warren
Artistic Director
Starlit Voice
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Drama School Hong Kong Co.
Drama School Hong Kong (DSHK) Company is a collaborative youth theatre company
that aims to train its members in a range of theatrical disciplines. The Company exists
in order to introduce its members to the world of theatre and all that it has to offer.
DSHK Company is a unique theatre programme that seeks to boost confidence, teach
practical performance skills, build a general understanding and background of theatre,
produce performances of established and new writing, and lead students through
their LAMDA examinations.
DSHK Company has been running since 2014 and over the years it has been a hub of
youth talent, demonstrating each individual member’s skills in acting, dance, physical
theatre, and music through a variety of workshops and productions, including Beauty
and the Beast, A Midsummer Summer Night’s Dream, Hamelin, and Timeless.
We hope that all members of DSHK Company continue to flourish and grow in a
collaborative atmosphere that respectfully supports all members of the company.
Welcome to DSHK!

The London Academy for Music and
Dramatic Art (LAMDA)
The London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art (LAMDA) is one of the oldest and most
prestigious drama schools in the United Kingdom. LAMDA was founded in 1861 and for
the past 130 years has offered practical examinations in all aspects of performance and
storytelling.
As the leading statutory awarding body for speech and drama in the UK, its
communication and performance based training has provided the world of theatre, film
and television with generations of first-class actors and performers.
Starlit Voice is the official representative for LAMDA in Hong Kong and is helping learners
of all ages and abilities to develop lifelong skills in communication and performance,
increasing self-confidence and of course...how to tell a story through drama! Drama is a
collaborative art form and with LAMDA you will learn the importance of the “ensemble”,
as well as how working as a team is paramount to achieving excellence.

1.

Greek Tragedy
In 600BC, or thereabouts, something pretty cool happened: Ancient Greek Theatre was
born! And with it came a host of legendary theatremakers. Sophocles, Aristophanes,
Aeschylus; these and many others with similarly unpronounceable names took to the stage
and, for the first time in the history of civilization, truly acted! Although it was done in a
different style to what we understand acting to be today, our focus for this workshop is on
how those great people crafted and shaped the art of theatre. In this workshop, we will
look at the works of Aeschylus, a renowned Greek Tragedian. We will delve into the
process of producing an ancient Greek play. We will look at the styles of acting they used,
what resources they had and what tricks they pulled out of their sleeves to make their
productions spectacular. Along the way, we will also take a very brief look at one of the
fathers of Philosophy and what he had to say about Ancient Greek Drama and specifically,
Greek Tragedy.

Objective:
By the end of this lesson, you will be able to walk away with a working knowledge of
Ancient Greek Tragedy. You will be able to practically apply, in a broad sense, the ancient
Greek style of theatre on stage to both contemporary and period pieces. You will be
introduced to a very important figure of ancient Greek tragedy and discover what
influence he had on theatre as a whole.

What to Expect...
Those attending this lesson can expect a brief history of ancient Greek theatre including
certain aspects such as the works of Aeschylus, a quick outline of Aristotle’s views on
Theatre and a healthy helping of ancient theatrical styles of play. We will then move on to a
more practical experience including how to put on a play in the style, and how to use the
limited resources that the ancient Greeks had available to them.

“When one is wise, it's wisest to seem foolish.” – Aeschylus

2.

Objective:

Mask

Each student will have the chance to explore an altered state of physicality through mask.
The aim of the session is for you to gain a practical experience of working with mask, and
to add to your existing range of options for character development.

The famous pairing of comedy &
tragedy masks has been the universal
symbol for theatre from the times of
Ancient Greece til now. Originally
used in primitive religious practice,
the mask has evolved into a style of
theatre in its own right, as well as
being used as a tool in performance
training.
The mask can range from a simple
red nose to a full mask covering the
entire face. Mask frees us up to fully
become someone else – much like in
the ancient times when people
believed that the wearer became
possessed by a spirit. Today, of
course, we know that that isn’t the
case (or is it?), but there is something
ethereal that happens when you’re
wearing someone else’s face.
Whatever it is that makes mask so
fascinating, one cannot deny this
basic truth:
The mask does not beg for attention,
it demands it.

What to expect...
For the purpose of this workshop,
we’ll be exploring mask both as a
method for digging deeper into
character development and as an art
form in its own right.
You’ll learn about the different focus
points when in mask, explore physical
‘beats’ or ‘moments’, and discover an
increased body awareness.
In addition to this, we will venture
into some introductory contact
improvisation to help us feel at ease
with other bodies in the space, and to
develop physical responsiveness to
performance partners.
Finally, we will use mask as a stimulus
for new perspectives, and as a way to
discover new depths to characters we
may already know well.

“On the outside we want to watch you in a mask. In fact we can’t take our eyes off you.
We’re astonished by the transformation. For you, behind the mask, it’s no more than a game.
But in the audience we’ll have forgotten about you entirely. We’re preoccupied with trying to
determine who we think this person is and what they’re like. It’s this change of focus – from
you and your feelings, to the reactions of the people watching you – that made me question
what acting is all about.” - John Wright

3.

Commedia dell'arte
What does a highly successful entertainment show like Saturday
Night Live have in common with the travelling theatre troupes of 16th
century Italy?
Not much, you might say, but that would be to dismiss the enormous influence
Commedia has had on entertainment as we know it today. Commedia dell’arte
is Italian for ‘comedy of the professional’ and refers to a style and format of
performance characterised by the use of half masks, a legion of stock
characters and improvised physical comedy. The art form inspired famous
theatre practitioners such as Shakespeare, Molière, Charlie Chaplin and Dario
Fo to name but a few. Today, we are still outraged by the scheming of similar
stock characters in soap operas, laugh at the slapstick antics of cartoons, and
cry our hearts out when our heroes just simply cannot be together in our
favourite romantic drama.

Objective:
Even though Commedia is no longer performed in its original form, there is much to be
learned from this unique art form. DSHK members will have an opportunity to play with
the comedy of the stock characters and the tried and trusted skits that have kept
audiences laughing for centuries. Through this, you will gain an understanding of these
practices and also have a chance to stretch your own comedic creativity.

What to expect...
Madness! Absurdity! Jokes!
Okay, but seriously, Commedia is all about making people laugh and that is done by
exaggerating the characteristics that can be found in each and every one of us. You will get
to know the background and body shapes and lazzi of each of the main Commedia stock
characters, try your hand at playing some of the skits and even create your own routine.
“Comedy makes the subversion of the existing state of affairs possible.”
- Dario Fo
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Clowning
Everyone loves a fool, but no one likes to be one. Except for the clown,
the clown loves to be foolish and is a master at finding new ways to fail
and be stupid.
From as early as 2500BC, clowns have appeared in most cultures around the
world and although the role has manifested in many different forms, the goal of
the clown has always been very simple: “Make ‘em laugh”. The history is rich and
layered, but the value of clowning as a training approach is immeasurable to
performers who would like to get to the heart of comedy and the gentle art of
playfulness.

Objective:
The main aim of this session will be to help you access your own vulnerability through
clowning and to hone in on what makes you uniquely funny.

What to expect...
Exercises for clowning are designed to help subvert your internal censor, to acknowledge
your vulnerability in front of an audience and to discover interesting ways to fail. Stupidity is
welcome and always encouraged, as long as it keeps the audience laughing.

“As a theatre style, Clown has a unique poetic potential because it allows the performer to explore
and play joining the naiveté and the vulnerability of the child, with the rigor and the technique of the
adult, thus revealing the poetry of the ridiculous, and a unique poetic power.” – Giovanni Fusetti
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Elizabethan and Jacobean
Theatre

In short, Elizabethan theatre is any drama
produced during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I
and similarly, Jacobean theatre are those plays
staged during the reign of her successor, King
James I. Now, the “when” might not be all that
interesting until you realize that one thing
these two highly important eras in theatre
history had in common was William
Shakespeare. Elizabethan and Jacobean era
England was a hotbed of theatrical excitement.
Playwrights worked overtime to produce new
and exciting tragedies and comedies and were
hard pressed to keep up with the audiences’
demands for more. The stories were numerous,
the actors were plentiful, but themes and styles
of the day were largely the same. In this
workshop, we’ll be looking closely at the acting
style of the time and how audiences influenced
arguably the greatest playwright in history,
William Shakespeare, and how his work in turn
influences audiences today.

What to expect...
There are many aspects to this time period
that we will be looking at, but to be specific,
we will closely inspect certain period
conventions such as the “soliloquy,” and the
“aside.” We will also look at certain aspects
of dialogue and why it was sometimes
delivered in verse and sometimes not. We
will then go on to study the stage craft of
the day, in other words, the props and
costumes that were used and what they did
regarding a set. Then, most importantly, we
will look at acting techniques from this era.
By the end of the lesson, students will be
able to confidently recreate a
Shakespearean play in the original
Shakespearean style. We will do all of this
by looking at one of Shakespeare most
famous works: Macbeth.

Objective:
Students will walk away with a broad but strong
knowledge of Elizabethan and Jacobean acting styles and
conventions. They will be able to practically apply these
styles and conventions to a modern text, and conversely
apply modern styles and techniques to Elizabethan and
Jacobean scripts.

“This above all: to thine own self be true.”- William Shakespeare
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Acting
Simply put, acting is an activity in which a person
performs a story by portraying a character.
Over the years, great theatre makers like
Konstantin Stanislavski and Sanford Meisner
developed certain techniques to help actors
portray these characters. These techniques are
made up of many different physical and
psychological exercises to help any young actor
get their name in lights. The problem is, though,
that there are so many different techniques.
And each technique promises to be the best and
the only technique to use. While this may be
helpful to some, the truth of the matter is, there
is no “right” way to act. In the end an audience
will see your performance, not your technique.
Techniques are simply a means to an end. It’s
finding the right technique for you that makes
the difference.

Objective:
This lesson will focus on acting and acting techniques. Students will have a
working knowledge of at least one highly regarded theatre practitioner and their
specific technique. They will also have a fundamental understanding of what
acting techniques are, how to apply them and how to choose them.

What to expect...
Students can expect a variety of exercises
based on a number of different techniques from
different practitioners. These exercises will
focus specifically on characterization. Students
will also be introduced to Richard Boleslavsky
and his techniques in particular, focusing on
Observation, Memory of Emotion,
Concentration, Dramatic Action,
Characterization and Rhythm.

7.
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20th Century
Theatre
Practitioners
"Create your own method. Don't depend slavishly
on mine. Make up something that will work for
you! But keep breaking traditions, I beg you."
- Konstantin Stanislavski

For our 20th Century Practitioner this term we will be looking at the one of the most
influential and famous theatre practitioners of all time, Konstantin Stanislavski (1863 - 1938).
Konstantin Stanislavski (born Konstantin Sergeyevich Alexeyev) was a supporter and
developing practitioner of the realism movement within theatre, but he also committed a
significant amount of study and practise into naturalism too.
Stanislavski is most famous for his development of actor training techniques, in which he
focused on the creation of a real character onstage.

Components to a character:

Emotional Memory

Given Circumstances

Subtext

Method of physical actions

Magic ‘if’
Objective

Super objective

Through Line
8.

Realism vs. Naturalism
Naturalism – The naturalism movement in theatre aimed to
represent, through imitation, an accurate portrayal of real
life in its entirety onstage. This meant including a great
amount of detail in the design of the production - ensuring
that set, props and costume were historically accurate and
tried to represent a "slice of life".

Realism – The realism movement in theatre aimed to portray
the truth of real life onstage but was not limited to a
photographic copy of nature. Rather, it focused on reaching
the core and meaning inherent within real life, that which is
lingering under the surface but is universally understood.
Unlike naturalism, realism uses symbolism in order to
further its meaning.

Objective:
Students will learn about the following...
Stanislavski's approach to actor training, and
how his techniques can be used to create a
character onstage.
Naturalism and Realism within 20th Century
Theatre, and how these theatrical concepts can
be used to inform the style of a performance
onstage.
How these styles can be incorporated into a
performance of a given text.

9.
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Musical Theatre

"You’re a special kind of people known as show people /
You live in a world of your own / The audience paid plenty
to sit there and clap / Hearing you sing, watching you
tap." – “Show People” from Curtains

With its roots in the vibrant traditions of vaudeville, burlesque, revue, and operetta, the musical
has blossomed into the world’s most popular and most profitable form of theatre. Musical theatre
has produced some of the most beloved characters of the stage and screen, and the scope for
content is varied and seems to be limited only by our imagination.
If all theatre is storytelling, musical theatre tells a story using the elements of drama, song and
dance. The challenge for the musical theatre performer is to successfully integrate acting, singing
and dancing with the goal to portray a well-rounded, believable character. And believable they
must be! Even though ‘normal’ people don’t randomly break out in song while walking down the
street (how boring), the magic of the musical is that these 100% authentic characters seamlessly
transition into expression through singing and dancing while remaining true to themselves and
the world they are in.

10.

What to expect...
Our focus in the Musical Theatre session will be to teach you how to be a craftsperson in
the musical theatre. We have many resources at our disposal to get to the heart of the
character and to unearth the endless possibilities inherent in the material we’ve been
given. We will start with basic textual analysis – working with Stanislavski’s principles of
the ‘Magic If’ and discovering the given circumstances to find the reality of the character.
Next, we will explore the heightened nature of musical theatre with improvisation
exercises designed to help us release into the world of the character and the relish for
absurdity and play - which all humans inherently possess. To top it all off, we’ll delve into
the requirements necessary to take our performance to the next level, since the best
musical theatre requires an openness, authenticity, and responsiveness to others.

Objective:

11.

Our philosophy on musical theatre
is to use an acting-first approach,
with a strong belief that acting
must be the foundation from which
you work on any material, be it
lyrics or choreography. Acting is
the secret ingredient which brings
it all together.

Stage Combat
Men are like steel. When they lose their
temper, they lose their worth. - Chuck Norris

Stage combat/ fight choreography is a specific kind of choreography that is designed to create
the illusion of physical conflict onstage. Within a stage combat workshop it is imperative that
students remember that they are working together to create a piece of theatre for the audience
and that they are not in opposition with each other. All stage combat performers are working
together to create a scene, and are combining their skills and talents to achieve this in a
SAFE and controlled environment.

Objective:
To introduce students to various practical stage combat techniques; armed and disarmed.
For students to independently apply these techniques in the creation of a short devised
piece which they will then perform to the rest of the class.

1. It is not just you! As a stage
combatant it is your responsibility
to support and look after your
fellow performers in the scene. It
is not a competition for you to
beat your partner. If a performer
is injured, and can no longer play
their role, then it is not just them
that suffers, it is the entire cast.

2. Yes swords are cool but… We all
know that swords are great fun to
play around with, but when holding
a sword in class it is your
responsibility to be sensible, and not
be reckless. Most accidents happen
outside of the scene backstage,
when a performer is playing around
with a stage combat prop.

12.

3. Only at 60%? It is important while
rehearsing stage combat scenes to
always keep the level of energy at 60%
maximum. In a performance an actor
can lose themselves in the scene,
nerves high, adrenaline pumping, lots
of emotions etc. and will automatically
go to a 100% level of energy. If you
have already been rehearsing the
scene at 100%, just imagine how out of
control you can become… everything
turns to chaos, and people get hurt.
Therefore, it is important for you to
remember not to be caught up in
competition, or swept up in the heat of
the moment, as this creates the
possibility for accidents to occur.

4. Reactions are everything! When you
are choreographing a fight scene,
always remember your reactions to
what is going on in the scene. The
actor reacting to being struck is just
as important as the actor who is
pretending to strike them, as the
reaction is half the illusion.
5. What about my character? It is easy
to forget your character and think
only about how you, or one in general,
would react to a fight, but everyone is
different. Every character has their
individual motivations and objectives
for why they are engaged in a fight
(even if it is just to get away from
their attacker). The way Harry Potter
responds to a fight is very different to
how Darth Vader responds; the way
Superman reacts will be very
different to how 69 year old Mrs.
Tibbs reacts.

Important terms
Lines of Attack or Defense
Action-reaction-action
Invitation
Eye contact
Break fall
Choke hold
Knap
Lock
Cue
13.

Physical Theatre
"There is a thing which man has not yet learnt to master, a thing which man dreamed not
was waiting for him to approach with love; it was invisible and yet ever present with him.
Superb in its attraction and swift to retreat, a thing waiting but for the approach of the
right men, prepared to soar with them through all the circles beyond the earth — it is
Movement." - Edward Gordan Craig

Objective:
To introduce students to various practical
physical theatre styles, and further build
upon their knowledge and understanding of
physical theatre. Students should be able to
independently create in groups their own
physical theatre piece based on a given
theme, and perform these to the rest of the
class.
Physical theatre is a form of theatre that focuses on the use of the body through facial
expression, gesture, and movement as a means of expression. It can encompass many
disciplines including dance, mime, and even stage combat. Physical theatre can be
employed as a device to depict a narrative, convey the action of a scene, and to present
both literal and abstract concepts onstage. Physical theatre can be used to free the
performer from a text and dialogue based form of expression, as it can present
performances which can blend text with action, or even reject a text entirely.
As a result, physical theatre often incorporates abstract styles, symbolic references, and a
stylised means of representation and centres on the body as a means of storytelling.

What to Expect...
Students will practise lots of physical movement
excises that aim to open up physical awareness,
and develop their ability to creatively construct
physical theatre pieces onstage.
Please remember to wear comfortable clothing
that allows for a free range of movement. Be sure
to bring plenty of drinking water!

14.

Actor Musicianship
"It is the dreamer’s story, the non-conformists’, the champion-of-new-audiences."
– Jeremy Harrison (Actor Musicianship 2016)
What is an Actor Musician? Well it’s
simple really; it’s exactly what it says on
the tin. An Actor Musician is an Actor
that plays a musical instrument. Actor
Musicianship is rapidly becoming the
way that many Directors are
incorporating music into both plays and
musicals. Many theatre companies find
themselves on tight budgets, and rather
than employ a musician and an actor,
they find one performer who can do
both. Many of us will be used to seeing
plays with music or musicals, where the
musicians are down in the pit while the
action all happens on stage.
Actor Musician performances challenge
the audience’s perceptions of what
theatre can and should be by merging
disciplines. The discipline asks questions
such as:
How can music enrich and support a
text?
Do musical instruments and music
inform a character?
Do particular characters inform the
style, choices, and even the way in
which we physically play an
instrument on stage?

15.

Objective:
To explore in a theoretical and practical
manner, the role and function of music within
a dramatic narrative.

What to expect...
We will be looking at how and why we
might use music within a play or an
Actor-Musician musical.
Working in groups, we will be
exploring some practical ways of
developing music for a small musical
ensemble.
Students will learn some techniques
to lead musical rehearsals within the
same group context.
To explore in a practical sense, how
and why an actor musician uses a
musical instrument onstage.
As well as performing their musical
ideas as groups, students will record
performances to gain an
understanding for the importance of
creating a working rehearsal copy of
their work.

Voice
"Before you can find your own voice it is necessary to understand how it’s
potential to express and reveal so powerfully and accurately is obscured’"
– Barbara Houseman
Our voices shape who we are and, in turn, they shape the way others
perceive us and our character. Our voices can soothe, charm, chastise,
amuse, sadden, uplift… the list goes on and on. The voice is a powerful,
emotionally-loaded tool, vital for the actor on a quest towards
discovering a character.

Perhaps you are trying to portray someone from another country or
province. What if your character has a different social background to
yourself? Your character may have a particular vocal quirk or tick
written into the script or maybe you are striving after that archetypal
Villain. There are so many possibilities... where to start?

What to expect...
Objective:
To walk away with a number of
practical tools and resources to
use when a constructing a role.

How to learn a new accent for performance.
An introduction to IDEA (International
Dialects English Archive)
Different approaches to character speech Brecht vs Stanislavsky.
Vocal character through song - exploring
different vocal qualities and ways to
achieve them effectively.

16.

Directing

“What’s your motivation? Your
paycheck.”
– Alfred Hitchcock
Directing is when you tell people where to be,
when to be there and what to do once they get
there. I mean, what can be easier than that?
And then once you’ve gone mad with power, it
is particularly delightful to see the fear in the
eyes of the actors as you whip them into
submission. Well, some say fear. But really fear
is just respect disguised with a healthy sprinkle
of tears, right? No. As a director, you have to
leave your dictator hat at home, switch on your
smiley face and put on your patience pants,
because you’re going to be working with actors.
Directing, while putting you in a leadership
role, is not so much about giving orders as it is
about understanding a story down to its core
and then conveying that understanding to
actors, producers, stage managers, set
designers, costume makers and, ultimately, the
audience. So despite what people think, the job
of the director is not to give orders. The job of
the director is to tell a story.

17.

Objective:
By the end of this lesson, students will
understand the basics of directing,
having been given the practical
techniques and vocabulary to convey
effective stage directions. Students will
also learn to see a play in “Macro” rather
than “Micro,” i.e. to understand the story
as a whole rather than just certain
aspects of it. Students will become open
to the idea that to direct means to
collaborate, giving an ear to the ideas of
those around you, but also to remain true
to the script.

What to Expect...
Students can expect a brief overview of
directing techniques, followed by
practical exercises in directing where
they get to take the reins.

Improvisation & Devising
"We make something completely
different with each new
production."
– Theatre Ad Infinitum

Objective:
No Script and no pre-determined
roles. What do you do when there are
no guide lines? You have a space to
work in, a group of eager and
committed actors and a stimulus.
What are you going to make, who
knows?

There are many different definitions
of devising, and many of the theatre
companies that create theatre in this
way have their own unique way of
creating their art. To add some focus
and clarity, this workshop will focus
on techniques from award winning
theatre companies such as Theatre
Ad Infinitum. With the use of
stimulus, time management, and
heaps of productive co-operation you
will learn how pluck your own stories
from thin air.
But hang on, we didn’t even have any
time to rehearse! Also in this session
we will be looking at Improvisation,
it’s all about who, what and where,
oh…and you’re on the spot, so I hope
you’re feeling spontaneous.

To develop new ideas
collaboratively, learning to
bounce off each other’s ideas to
create a performance of
substance, using only a small
stimulus and a short timeframe.

What to expect...
Improvisation games as tools for
creating scenes.
An Introduction to Theatre Ad
Infinitum techniques and exercises.
Practically exploring a structure and
step by step process for creating and
rehearsing a performance of devised
material and audience review.

18.

LAMDA Exam Tips
1. Know your subtext: Subtext is the meaning behind the words and actions that your
character chooses to say and do. It is important as the actor to understand why your
character is saying what they say, and doing what they are doing. What is it that they are
trying to achieve? What is it that they want?
This will help you to better understand your character, as well as their motivations for the
play.
2. Know your character: When taking a LAMDA Acting Exam, remember that the examiner is
looking for how well you know your character. You must know what your character’s
objectives and intentions are.
3. But why… all the feelings…? When you are portraying your character it is important that
you don’t just feel the emotions that your character is feeling, but you understand why they
are feeling that way. What is it that has caused them to feel happy, sad, depressed, angry,
excited etc. and how does this inform the choices that they make later in the scene.
4. Remember to breathe! Breath is incredibly important in performance as well as… well…
life. When you are performing as your character, don’t forget to breathe deeply, using your
diaphragm, so that you can speak loudly and clearly. There is no point putting on a brilliant
performance if no one can hear you.
5. Not too fast! Remember to take your time, yes your character is a big bag filled to the brim
with emotions, but you must remember to maintain control of your performance and speak
clearly. Don’t let each individual moment of your performance become blurred into an
indecipherable blurt of emotional word vomit.
6. What about the space? Know the space that your character inhabits! Is it a small and cosy
living room, or a wrecked ship in a storm? What about the weather and temperature? What
is the level of noise around them? Is the space filled with objects, and if so what are they?
And where are they in the space? Is this a space the character is comfortable with, or do they
hate it? Is your character familiar with the space, or is this the first time they have ever been
there? This, in turn, should inform how your character interacts with the space.
7. The context… THE CONTEXT!!! What state is your character in… are they hungry, thirsty,
in physical pain? Who is around them? Is there someone in the next room listening to their
conversation? And do they know this? What time of day is it? Are they tired? Do they have
time to speak the dialogue they are speaking? Or is the entire world going to explode in
precisely thirty-three seconds?

19.

8. Revise and Describe: Practise your descriptions of your character, other characters, the
scene, the place, the context, and the play. Have a detailed description of your process
as an actor too, as to how you created your character, and rehearse this! Many, many
times…
9. Oh yeah, and those others… Know the characters that your character shares their world
with. Even if it is a monologue, who is your character talking to? What are the characters
that your character knows? Who are they? How does your character feel about them?
Does your character like them or hate them, and why?
10. React! It is essential that when other characters are interacting with you that you
react to everything they say and do. It is impossible to interact with someone and not
react in any way, I’ve tried it… it doesn’t work.
11. ???????? And at the end of all of this remember to ask yourself all the questions, what,
when, where, how, who… and why, WHY, WHYYY?!
12. And lastly… relaaaaaaax… It is important to remind yourself throughout the
process why you love drama, and why you want to perform. It is an exam, but it is still
drama, and you should have fun with your character and performance. This will breathe
fresh life into your work and make it enjoyable for the examiner too (because yes, they
are a human being, it has been verified).

Showcase
This term we will present a showcase of DSHK Company work to family and friends at
the end of the course, so you all have the opportunity to perform your individual pieces
of work to an admiring audience. This will consist of monologues and duologues, as well
as a series of small set group performances showcasing particular performance styles,
whether that be acting, musical theatre, actor musicianship, stage combat, or physical
theatre. These groups will be led by a different practitioner, who will direct you in a
small three to five minute piece.

The Details:
19:30
Saturday 8th December 2018
Venue: TBC
20.

Notes...

21.

Fun Facts!
Ancient Greek audiences stamped their feet rather than clapping their hands to applaud.
Benedict Cumberbatch is a LAMDA trained actor and has been recently appointed as
the current President of LAMDA.
World Theatre Day has been held on March 27 every year since 1962 when it was the
opening day of the “Theatre of Nations” season in Paris.
During performances at The Globe theatre in Elizabethan England, musicians would play
their instruments from underneath the stage, unseen by the audience which created an
eerie and mystical effect, the beginning of special effects as we know it today.
The word ‘tragedy’ comes from a Greek expression meaning ‘goat song’ and ‘theatre’
comes from a Greek verb meaning ‘to behold’.
The longest continuous dramatic performance was 23 hr 33 min 54 sec achieved by the
27 O’Clock Players in New Jersey, USA, on 27 July 2010.
Disney's The Lion King closely follows the plot and is an adaptation of Shakespeare's
Hamlet.
Marcel Marceau began practising mime when helping to smuggle children out of Nazioccupied France during World War II; and found mime as a way of keeping them quiet.
Dance or the use of physicality in a performance is utilised when words are not enough.
A deuteragonist is the second actor or person in a drama, after the protagonist. The first
recorded use of the term was in 1855 in a book by G. H. Lewes.
The term “slapstick” comes from the Italian word “batacchio” which was the name for an
object that was used in Commedia dell'arte. It was two planks of wood that were
clapped together to create a loud smacking noise that created a comedic effect. This is
why we have “slapstick comedy” today.
The actor Patrick Stewart lost his hair at age 18.
The first known clowns, performers typically with heavy make-up, date back to Ancient
Egypt, around 2400 BC.
If you say "Macbeth" in a theatre, you are meant to walk three times in a circle anticlockwise and spit three times over your left shoulder.
Stanislavsky is often called the “Grandfather of Theatre” as he was the first dramatist to
write down a method to learn how to act.
Fight choreography is rehearsed before every performance in what is called a fight call.
Epic theatre productions, devised by the 20th-century practitioner Bertolt Brecht,
required that the house lights stay on during performances to alienate its audiences.
Actors usually have a very good lung capacity due to extensive vocal training.
The oldest play still in existence is The Persians by Aeschylus, written in 472 BC.
Broadway in New York City was called “The Great White Way” in the 1890s due to it
being fully illuminated by white electric bulbs.
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First Session
August
Week 1 8/25/2018

Background of theatre
Auditon and intro workshop
Storytelling - The beginnings of theatre

Practitioner
Everyone

September
Week 2 9/1/2018

Ancient Greek Tragedy

Jan

Week 3 9/8/2018

Commedia dell'arte

Megan

Week 4 9/15/2018

Elizabethan/Jacobean

Page

Week 5 9/22/2018

20th Century Practitioners

Jonathan

Practical Performance Arts
Week 6 9/29/2018

Musical Theatre

Megan

October
Week 7 10/6/2018

Stage Combat

Jonathan

Week 8 10/13/2018

Physical Theatre

Jonathan

10/20/2018

N/A

N/A

Week 9 10/27/2018

Actor-musicianship

Owen

Theatre Creation
November
Week 10 11/3/2018

Voice (character development)

Owen

Week 11 11/10/2018

Directing

Jonathan

Week 12 11/17/2018

Directing

Jan

Week 13 11/24/2018

LAMDA

December
12/1/2018

Showcase
N/A

Week 14 12/8/2018

Showcase rehearsal

Week 15 12/15/2018

Improvisation and devising
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N/A

Owen

Theatre Workshop

Vince

Mask

Megan

Clowning

Megan

Acting

Jan

Stanislavski naturalism/realism

Jonathan

LAMDA Introduction

Dance

A mystery practitioner...

LAMDA
N/A

N/A

LAMDA

LAMDA
LAMDA
LAMDA

DSHK TIMETABLE

Second Session

LAMDA

N/A

N/A

19:30 DSHK Company Showcase

Everyone

26.
24.

